We experimentally and theoretically investigate in-medium propagation effects of off-resonant light in dense, spatially homogeneous ultacold atomic gases. Focussing on frequency modulation spectroscopy as the dispersive detection tool of atoms, we observe that the refractive gradient-index lenses presented by localised atomic ensembles can significantly modify the interpretation of the dispersive signal even for large probe detuning, owing to the collective dispersive response of the atoms. We identify criteria for distinguishing between thin and thick atomic lenses, leading to either diffraction-dominated and lensing dominated regimes for the outgoing probe beams. Our findings are consistent with experimental data and solutions of paraxial wave equation for light propagation. Our study provides important practical insights for dispersive, minimally intrusive optical detection and imaging schemes of ultracold atoms and will be valuable for choosing optimal parameter regimes in numerous applications.
Introduction
Strong atom-light interaction is the foundation of many emerging quantum technologies, such as quantum metrology beyond the standard quantum limit [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , continuous variable quantum communication via quantum non-demolition measurements [6, 7] and quantum memories [8] . A key parameter for strong atomlight coupling is the so-called cooperativity [9] which is a measure of the spatial mode overlap between the incident mode of light and the mode scattered by the atoms. High co-operativity is typically achieved by placing atoms in high-finesse resonant optical cavities. In recent years, strong atom-light interactions between single atoms and light in free-space and guided geometries have also been investigated using high-NA lenses [10, 11] , optical nanofibers [12] [13] [14] and photonic crystal waveguides [15] . There has also been a substantial interest in designer atomic arrays to cooperatively enhance light-atom coupling [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Ensembles of randomly positioned atoms dispersively interacting with a paraxial light beam can potentially give rise to high free-space cooperativity. This is owing to the fact that scattered light fields from individual atomic dipoles interfere predominantly constructively in the forward direction, strongly enhancing the overlap of the scattered mode with the incident mode. As it is impossible to tell which atom scattered a particular photon detected in the forward direction, the light field is quantum-entangled with the collective atomic coherences. As a result its detection leads to backaction on the atoms, leading to squeezing and quantumenhanced measurement precision [20] .
Dispersive optical probing has been an important tool as a minimally destructive diagnostic for ultracold atomic samples. This constitutes the basis of 'real-time' monitoring of the internal and external degrees of freedom of the trapped ultracold atoms [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , as well as for minimally destructive imaging of atoms [33] [34] [35] at or below the shot noise level [36, 37] . This underpins many interesting feedback loop or optimal (open-loop) control procedures for stabilisation of atomic motion [38] [39] [40] and their quantum spin [41] [42] [43] [44] Ultracold trapped atomic samples typically realised in the lab have inhomogeneous density profiles and finite spatial extents. This renders the one-dimensional Beer-Lambert type description of ensemble-light coupling insufficient and motivates a three-dimensional description. The effect of the geometry of the atomic ensemble and paraxial light field on the efficiency of cooperative scattering was for example theoretically discussed by Müller et. al. [45] . Along the same lines, Baragiola et. al. studied theoretically [46] the effect of mode-matching between the atomic ensembles and the probe light field in the quantum regime in the context of spin-squeezing via continuous QND measurements. They interestingly concluded that spin-squeezing can even be enhanced in the presence of spatial inhomogeneity compared to homogeneous samples.
Large resonant optical density (OD res ) is a key figure of merit for quantuminterfacing atomic ensembles with light. For spatially non-uniform samples of atoms, the distortion of an off-resonant light field during its propagation inside the sample can have a profound effect on the outgoing spatial mode of the light field. For example, in a cigar-shaped gaussian atomic sample with high on-axis optical depth, a significant transverse gradient of optical phase can develop when an off-resonant plane wave probe propagates through the sample. According to the Poynting theorem, the local propagation direction of light is bent along the direction of the phase gradient [47] . Thus the probe light field is diverted out of the incident mode by the atomic sample, which in this case behaves as a gradient-index lens. Such lensing by micron scale cold atomic samples has been studied recently in [48, 49] .
In this paper, we experimentally and theoretically study the effect of lensing in dispersive interfacing of atomic ensemble with paraxial light for a particular implementation of optical probing, based on frequency modulation spectroscopy (FMS) [28, 50, 51] . FMS offers the advantages of a zero baseline and excellent passive common-mode phase noise reduction between the reference and signal arms of an effective Mach-Zehnder interferometer. We observe that the effect of lensing in inhomogeneous ultracold samples can be substantial even when the probe field is hundreds of linewidths away from the atomic resonance. While our study uses a specific implementation of dispersive probing, the results are relevant to a broad class of experiments probing atomic samples with off-resonant light. Such geometrical and in-medium propagation effects relevant in three-dimensional interfaces have not been studied before in the context of frequency modulation spectroscopy. Our studies are particularly important for atomic samples with large optical depths, small spatial size and strong density gradients, such as a Bose-Einstein condensate.
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we briefly introduce the basic lightatom interactions and how collective effects dictate the propagation of light fields in a medium consisting of dipoles. In section 3, we describe the macroscopic fields for homogeneous and inhomogeneous samples, derive an expression for the focal length atomic gradient index lens and the criterion where lensing plays a dominant role in dispersive probing. In section 4, we introduce frequency modulation spectroscopy, and derive expressions for FMS signal in the case of a three-dimensional interface, as in our experiment. In section 5, we discuss our experimental setup, present our experimental observations and interpret the data based on our analytical model as well as a paraxial wave equation model. In section 7, we summarise our results and provide an outlook on the implications of our findings and future studies.
Basic problem
When a ground state atom is placed in a propagating light field, which has its frequency in the neighbourhood of an atomic transition to an excited state, light will be scattered. For a sufficiently low intensity the scattered light will have the same frequency as the incoming light, it will have the same spectrum as the incoming light (i.e., it will not reflect the natural linewidth of the excited state), and the two fields will be mutually coherent [52, 53] . The scattered light will, however, generally be in different spatial mode to the incoming field. In a typical experimental configuration, the incoming light would be in the form of a Gaussian laser beam and light would be scattered into a dipole radiation pattern. For example, a circularly polarised incoming field propagating along the z axis driving a circularly oscillating (rotating) electric dipole, the emitted field will be spherical wave with its power distributed as ∝ (1+cos 2 θ) [54] . Since the incoming and scattered fields are coherent they will interfere [55] In a semiclassical treatment, the steady-state dipole moment of a two-level atom perturbed by a weak, near resonant light field, which is E(t) = E 0 cos ωt at the position of the atom, is found to be [56] 
where η = arctan(Γ/2∆) is the phase lag of the dipole with respect to the driving electric field and µ is the magnitude of the electric (transition) dipole matrix element corresponding to the transition which is the related to the natural linewidth Γ of the transition by Γ = k 3 µ 2 /(3π 0 ). Here k = 2π/λ, where λ is the wavelength of the transition. In particular, we note that on resonance ∆ = 0 the dipole lags the driving field by π/2. For the oscillating induced dipole, the radiated electric field has a magnitude at the point r = (r, θ, φ) given by
In the case of an ensemble of atomic dipoles inside the volume V illuminated by an incident field E inc (r, t) and scattering coherently, the situation is complicated by the fact that each dipole sees the not only the incident field but also the dipolar scattered field owing to all other dipoles present. The total field is then given by [57, 58] 
where ρ is the local number density of the scatterers, α is the polarizability and R = |r − r | is the distance between a scatterer and the observation point. The polarizability of a two-level atom can be easily derived from Equation 1, by writing D(t) as the real part of a complex number, to be
Note that the total field E appears on both sides of Equation 3, so the integral equation must be solved self-consistently to obtain the total field. For a dilute ensemble of dipoles, where the total scattered field from all dipoles at the location of a dipole is small compared to the incident field, one can make the simplifying assumption that all dipoles are illuminated by the incident light field and scatter independently, giving rise to a resultant electric field that then interferes with the incident light field at the observation point. This approximation is frequently made for dispersive probing of ultracold atoms [45, 46] . This reduces the problem of light scattering from an atomic ensemble to that of diffraction of the light field by the medium. Notably, if the geometry of the atomic ensemble is fixed then the scattered light field in the forward direction is cooperatively enhanced by a factor of N , where N is the number of dipoles in the ensemble. This linear dependence of the dispersive signal on the number of scatterers forms the basis of quantum nondemolition measurement of collective atomic variables using dispersive probing.
There are, however, common practical situations where the dipoles are not only driven by E inc . A trivial example is a system of dipoles with a large physical extent l along incident light field axis such that l > 1/nσ, where n is the atomic density and σ is the light scattering cross-section. In this case the incident field will be significantly extinguished within the medium due to the large optical depth of the medium. In typical dispersive probing experiments with ultracold atoms one uses atomic samples with an off-resonant optical depth 1, but even in this case, if the sample is inhomogeneous in the transverse direction, it can significantly alter the transverse phase profile of the electric field within the medium. Such gradient-index lensing effect can significantly affect the interpretation of the dispersive signal, as we show here.
As we will show below, two regimes for lensing exist. In the first regime, the atomic cloud acts as a thin lens where the focal length is much larger than the axial dimension of the sample, and the linearity between the dispersive signal and the atom numbers hold true. In the other regime where the focal length is comparable or smaller than the axial dimension, the linearity breaks down. Hence the relevant parameter is the lens Fresnel number F = a 2 /f λ, where a is the transverse dimension of the sample and f is the focal length. In regime corresponding to F 1, a thin atomic lens is realized.
Propagation of light in atomic gases

Homogeneous ensembles
To set the scene, we first consider a homogeneous dilute ensemble of atomic scatterers. Since these are discrete point scatterers, there will be randomness present at some level, so we assume that only the average density of atoms is constant and the positions of the scatterers are otherwise random. The fluctuations of atomic positions lead to incoherent (diffuse) scattering in non-forward directions [46] . In a truly continuous medium, as is well-known [59] , such diffuse scattering is absent and the description dz E in E in e iknmdz z = 0 Figure 1 . The total field for scatterers inside a thin slice of thickness dz at z = 0 is determined by the incident field and all other scatterers in the medium both z > 0 and z < 0. The Ewald-Oseen theorem states that the total field is a sum of two components, one that cancels the incident field and the other propagates through the medium with a wavevector nk, where n is refractive index.
of wave propagation is strictly defined by refraction, reflection and transmission. To model the propagation of light in a homogeneous medium with discrete random scatterers with a mean inter-particle distance D, we consider a plane wave light field polarized in the x-direction, given by E inc =xE inc e i(kz−ωt) be incident in the medium and focus on a thin slice at z = 0 of width dz D 1/k ( Figure 1 ). The total field driving the dipoles inside this slab is the sum of the external incident field and the dipolar field coming from all dipoles inside the medium -both the forward-propagating scattered field owing to the slab z < 0 and backward-propagating field from slabs at z > 0. According to the Ewald-Oseen extinction theorem of classical optics [59, 60] , the total scattered field at any point inside the medium can be decomposed into two parts: one that exactly cancels the external field and the other that propagates in the forward direction with an amplitude 2E inc /(n + 1) and a phase e i(nkz−ωt) , where n is the refractive index given by
This is a remarkable result in that even though most of the space between the scatterers is empty, the medium acts has having a continuous refractive index determined by the average density and this holds no matter how dilute the system is [59] . Making the assumption that
we can write the field right after the first slab as E(δz) = E(0)e iknδz which is the effective field driving the dipoles in the following slab. The field after passing through m such slabs so that l = mδz the field is
The assumption in Equation 6 also allows us to expand Equation 5 as n 1 + ρα 2 0 , such that,
f a
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In this regime, the scattered light field in the forward direction (the second term in Equation 9 ) is a linear function of the total number of atoms (for a fixed sample volume), as is frequently required in QND experiments [4, 5, 9, 41, 44] . For instance, assuming an ensemble with a density ρ = 2 × 10 19 m −3 , ∆ = 50Γ and λ = 780 nm, one must have l 30 µm to fulfil condition 6. In the following we consider the regimes where this assumption breaks down, as well as the assumption of homogeneity.
Transversely inhomogeneous ensembles
Trapped atomic ensembles, in practice, often presents a spatially localised sample typically with substantial density gradients both in the radial and axial directions with respect to a probe light beam. Let us focus on the radial dimension first. An atomic cloud with a finite radial extent acts as a diffractive aperture to the incoming beam. Moreover, any refractive index gradient causes the incoming beam to acquire a spatially varying phase shift, causing an effective lensing similar to a gradient-index (GRIN) lens ( Figure 2 ). Assuming a gaussian radial density distribution of atoms ρ(r) = ρ 0 exp(−r 2 /σ 2 r ) and substituting into Eq. 7, we obtain the field after passing through a slab of length δz through the sample:
Taking only into account the radial extent r σ r , such that ρ(r) ρ o (1 − r 2 /σ 2 r ),
This equation clearly shows that the effect of the atomic cloud is to convert a plane wavefront to a paraxial-spherical one, just as a thin lens would do. Comparing Eq. 10 to the phase transformation of a thin lens with a focal length f [61]
we obtain an expression for the focal length of the atomic gradient-index lens:
Equation 12 reduces to the widely used formula the focal length of a ball lens [33, 48] in the case σ r = δz. We note that for a trapped Bose-Einstein condensate with a Thomas-Fermi (inverted parabolic) radial distribution, the expression is exact. As the light propagates through more and more slabs, the effect of diffraction and lensing has to be taken into account concurrently for each individual slab. For long samples and high atomic densities, the sample will cease to be a thin lens, as light bends significantly within the medium. The expression for the focal length given by Equation 12 stays valid for a thick lens as long as the paraxial approximation is valid, and the phase factor in the term inside the curly bracket of Equation 10 is less than π [61]:
which is equivalent to requiring F 1, where the lens Fresnel number F is defined by
The Lens Fresnel number thus provides a qualitative measure for distinguishing between the thin and thick lens regimes. The left-hand side of Equation 13 is the "peak phase shift" in the one-dimensional picture, as evident from Equation 9, and thus a peak phase-shift of π deleneates between the thin and thick lens regimes.
Heterodyne detection of dispersive response: phase modulation spectroscopy
Phase modulation spectroscopy (PMS) was developed in the 1980's as an ultrasensitive probe for small absorption and phase shifts of light [62, 63] . For this, a singlefrequency laser source is phase modulated electro-optically at microwave frequencies and the resultant light beam has frequency sidebands imprinted on it. For weak modulation, only the first order sidebands are prominent, and phase modulation is equivalent to frequency modulation [64] (the reason why the technique is also sometimes knows are frequency modulation spectroscopy). The microwave frequency is chosen such that one of the sidebands (the probing sideband ) is close to an optical resonance of the atoms and the carrier and all other sidebands are far-detuned from the resonance. In the absence of the atoms, the beat notes arising from the interference of the carrier and the positive and negative frequency sidebands cancel each other, resulting in a null signal at the heterodyne frequency. When the atoms are present, the probing sideband incurs both extinction and phase shifts, which results in a nonzero signal at the modulation frequency. More recently, the technique has been employed to perform minimally destructive dispersive probing of trapped ultracold samples to probe fast dynamical processes in-situ [28] [29] [30] [31] 41, 51, 65] . Phase modulation spectroscopy offers several important benefits, passively phase-stable interference arms, excellent common-mode phase noise and low-frequency noise (such as flicker noise) reduction and its relatively simple implementation. 
1D interface: plane wave, homogeneous samples
Let us assume a plane wave E 0 =Ẽ 0 e −iωt that is electro-optically phase-modulated by a microwave field with frequency Ω, hereẼ 0 = E 0x e ikz . For a sufficiently small modulation depth m, the resultant field to a good approximation is given by
Here the subscripts 'c', 'b' and 'r' stand for carrier frequency and blue (higher frequency) and red (lower frequency) sidebands and |E b | = |E r | = m 2 |E c |. The minus sign in front of the red sideband term reflects an additional phase of π that arises from phase-modulation. When this beam passes through a homogeneous ensemble, the probing sideband (which we assume to the red one) acquires a (complex) phase shift δ = δ i + iδ r , such thatẼ r = E rx e ikz e iδ (see Eq. 7), while the carrier and the blue sidebands leave the sample unchanged. The outgoing wave
is detected on a fast photodiode which measures the resultant intensity
Filtering out the dc and the 2Ω components from the photodetector signal, one obtains the FMS signal
Here κ is the photodetector responsivity and A is the detector area. For small phase shifts, |δ| 1, the amplitude of the sinusoidal PMS signal is proportional to the phase shift:
The quadrature and the in-phase parts of the signal, therefore, measure the absorption and the (real) phase shift respectively -yielding information about the optical response of the sample.
3D interface: focussed Gaussian beam and trapped inhomogeneous ensembles
For atomic ensembles with small spatial extent, it is necessary to focus the probe light beam to achieve high overlap of the light beam and the atomic distribution ( Figure 3 ). The incident light beam is typically derived from a TEM 00 mode of a laser, the spatial terms of the electric field of which is given by
]} (20) whereê is the polarization of the light, w 0 is the beam waist, w(z)
and Gouy phase G(z) = arctan(z/z R ), where z R = πw 2 0 /λ is the Rayleigh range. As in section 4.1, the incident beam is then given by E in (r) =Ẽ c (r)e −iωt +Ẽ b (r)e −i(ω+Ω)t −Ẽ r (r)e −i(ω−Ω)t , where E c,b,r (r) all have the same spatial (Gaussian) mode as defined in Equation 20 . Assuming again that the carrier and the blue sideband interact negligibly with the atoms, the outgoing beam is given by
is the spatial part of the total scattered field, andẼ r,tot (r) is the spatial part of the total field for red sideband in the presence of the atoms. The intensity at a detection point r in the far field is then given by
and the PMS heterodyne signal is given by
where A is the effective aperture of the system, and κ is the responsivity of the photodetector. The signal measures the overlap of the scattered mode with the incident reference mode (carrier), or equivalently by Equation 22 , any deviation of the probe (red) sideband from the incident mode. It is thus sensitive to extinction, phase shift or any propagation effects such as lensing, of the red sideband due the presence of the atoms.
FMS signal detection at the baseband
The PMS spectroscopy signal is typically in the microwave domain (Ω > 1 GHz). It is therefore convenient to down-convert it to the baseband by mixing the signal with a reference microwave signal (local oscillator (LO)) that is phase-coherent to the signal employed for phase-modulation: S ref,I = V 0 cos(Ωt + θ) = (V 0 /2)(e i(Ωt+θ) + c.c.). The baseband signal is then given by
The signal in Equation 25 can be maximised by adjusting the LO phase such that θ = 0. In our implementation, we use IQ demodulation where we generate a second signal by mixing the heterodyne signal with S ref,Q = V 0 sin(Ωt+θ) = (V 0 /2i)(e i(Ωt+θ) −c.c.), resulting in the baseband signal
From Equation 25 and 27, we eliminate θ:
5. Experiments
Experimental setup
We perform experiments with ultracold samples of 87 Rb atoms in the |F = 2, m F = 2 spin-state trapped in an Ioffe-Pritchard (IP) magnetic trap with trapping frequencies ω x = ω y = 2π× 166 Hz and ω z = 2π × 17 Hz, loaded from a magneto-optical trap (MOT) using a movable quadruple trap. The details of our setup have been reported elsewhere [30, 31] . For ultracold temperatures considered here, the atoms reside close to the trap minimum where the magnetic field direction is predominantly in the zdirection, which we choose as the quantisation axis. We control the number of atoms in the samples by adjusting the MOT loading while their temperatures are controlled by adjusting the final point of the radio-frequency ramp used for evaporative cooling.
The setup for phase-modulation spectroscopy is shown schematically in Figure 3 . In short, a master laser is frequency-locked to the F = 2 → F = 3 atomic transition of 87 Rb using saturation absorption spectroscopy. The laser light used as the carrier for dispersive probing is derived from a narrow-linewidth commercial diode laser and its frequency is stabilised using an offset beat-note lock using light from the master laser as reference. The probe laser can be locked to up to 7 GHz away from the resonance on either side. We set the carrier frequency to be on the blue (higher frequency) side of the F = 2 → F = 3 resonance. The light passes through an fiber-coupled electro-optic modulator which is driven with a microwave frequency Ω = 2π × 3.7 GHz, and at a low modulation depth such that the first-order frequency sidebands contain about 5% of the total power each. In this way, the red sideband is placed close to the F = 2 → F = 3 resonance with a detuning ∆ r that is adjusted by changing the offsetlock frequency. The light is focussed to a 1/e 2 waist of 36 µm onto the atomic sample and is collected with a fast photodetector following an optical system with effective numerical aperture of 0.025 and with a collection efficiency of 75% as measured without any atoms present. The photodetector signal is amplified before being demodulated using an IQ-mixer and sampled on a digitizer. The probe beam triplet is σ + polarized and has total power of 20 µW before the atoms which we illuminate for a duration of 5 µs. For ∆ r = 2π×300 MHz, the smallest detuning used in this work, this corresponds to about 0.25 photon spontaneously scattered per atom per pulse. Due to the cycling nature of the σ transition, optical pumping to other ground spin-states is negligible. The samples are subsequently imaged using resonant absorption imaging to deduce atom number.
The in-phase and quadrature components of the signal recorded with the digitizer is processed using Equation 27 and integrated over the length of the pulse to obtain the dispersive signal. Figure 4 shows the dispersive signal as a function of atom number for atomic samples at temperatures T = 1 (±0.2), 2.5 (±0.5) and 12 (±2) µK for a range of detuning of the probe sideband from the resonance (∆ r = +50, +100, +170, +230 Γ). The carrier and the blue sidebands are detuned from the resonance by ∆ c = ∆ r +Ω and ∆ b = ∆ r + 2Ω, respectively. Evidently, for a fixed temperature and therefore a fixed spatial extent of the atomic ensemble, the signal initially grows linearly with atom number. Beyond a certain point in atomic density which depends on the temperature as well as the probe detuning, however, the signal deviates significantly from linearity. For high enough density, the signal ceases to be monotonic. The peak optical depth remains low (for N = 5 × 10 6 , T = 1µK and ∆ r = 2π × 100Γ, peak OD ∼ 0.03) accounting for a small fraction of incident light to be diffusely scattered at large angles. In addition, large probe detuning means that even at the highest peak atomic densities presented here (ρ ∼ 5 × 10 19 m −3 ) the effect of light-induced dipole-dipole interaction is completely negligible [17] .
Experimental observations and interpretation
In the diffractive model of [45, 46] , the diffraction cone stays fixed for a fixed geometry of the atomic ensemble and the probe mode, so the mode overlap between the reference field and the scattered light fields at the detection place in the far-field should remain constant. The scattered field should thus grow linearly as a function of atom number. The nonlinear dependence of the spatial mode of the scattered light field with atom numbers, as shown by the data in Figure 4 , along with a negligible amount of diffuse, large-angle scattering, thus indicates that effects beyond the simple diffraction picture are at play. We note, in particular that at 12 µK, the spatial extent of the atomic ensemble is well-matched to that of the probe beam and even there, the nonlinear trend is present at low detuning and large atom number.
The nonlinear behaviour can be explained by considering atomic ensembles posing as a gradient index (GRIN) lens to the incoming light. In Figure 4 , we also show the Fresnel number for the atomic GRIN lenses formed under the experimental conditions of the data, calculated using Equations 12 and 14. Evidently, the departure of the dispersive signal from linearity is linked to the Fresnel number approaching 1. The linearity is maintained approximately up to an atom number that corresponds to F ∼ 0.5, shown as dashed vertical lines in Figure 4 . This, as mentioned in section 3.2, is equivalent to a "peak phase shift" of π of light within the atomic medium. The F = 0.5 line thus qualitatively separate the diffraction-dominated regime (F 0.5) from the lensing-dominated regime(F > 0.5).
To explain the data in Figure 4 quantitatively, we solved the paraxial wave equation for each of the propagating (scalar) electric fields [66] corresponding to the carrier, and the two sidebands:
where ∇ 2 T = ∂ 2 ∂x 2 + ∂ 2 ∂y 2 is the transverse Laplacian and χ = ρα/ o is the susceptibility of the medium, where we have assumed that ρα 1, so the Lorentz-Lorenz correction term can be neglected. For a radially symmetric system that is not necessarily Cartesian separable, as in our case, the equation is most conveniently solved using cylindrical co-ordinates and a split-step Hankel method (Appendix). The solid lines in Figure 4 show the dispersive signal calculated from the fields obtained from the solutions of the wave equation using the experimental parameters (number of atoms, temperature) for each data point. As is evident, the observations are in excellent agreement well the simulations. For the regime F 1, the agreement become weaker which we attribute to light travelling at large angles with respect to the optical axis. This leads to uncertainties in the collected fraction of light that we did not account for, originating from, e.g., the spherical aberrations of the collecting lenses. atom numbers, light deviates significantly inside the medium (Figure 5a) showing that the atomic medium acts as a negative or positive lens depending on the sign of the detuning. This leads to a significant redistribution of the intensity and phase of the light field at the detection plane and a reduction of its overlap with the incident mode. The light distribution of the detected field in our experiment is at the focal plane of a lens and therefore shows the Fourier transform of the far-field distribution. The enhanced intensity peaks at the centre of the detection plane in Figure 5b correspond to the light travelling outside the diffraction cone in the far-field (prior to the lens) due to the lensing action of the atomic ensemble.
In the far-field, the cone defined by the gaussian beam (the reference mode) is given by the angle
For small atom numbers, diffraction is the dominant effect and the scattered light stays within the diffraction cone defined by the angle
For large atom numbers, however, the atomic medium poses a strong lens bending light out of the diffraction cone. The deflection angle due to lensing is given by
The dispersive signal, as given by Equation 24 is maximised when the Gaussian cone and the diffraction cone are comparable (θ G ∼ θ D ) and so are w 0 and σ r . For θ L < θ D , the signal grows linearly with atom number for a fixed size. As the density grows, the focal length becomes smaller (Equation 12) and eventually the regime θ L > θ D is reached where light is scattered out of the diffraction cone and the signal in Equation 24 diminishes. Using Equations 12, 30 and 31, we see that the condition θ L > θ D is same as requiring the lens Fresnel number F 0.5, which is in agreement with our observations and is corroborated by the simulation results.
Summary and outlook
We have theoretically and experimentally studied the effect of atomic lensing on the interferometric, dispersive detection of ultracold atomic ensembles in an effective zero baseline heterodyne Mach-Zender arrangement. We derived an expression for the focal length of the atomic gradient index lens and shown that the lens Fresnel number provides an useful and intuitive measure of the distinction between the diffractive and strong-lensing regimes that lead to quantitatively different dependence of the dispersive signal on the atom number. We stress that although our experimental observations are discussed in the context of a dispersive probing setup based on frequency modulation spectroscopy, both the experimental and theoretical results are relevant to any interferometric detection of coherently scattered light from an atomic ensemble. We also derive an expression for the frequency modulation spectroscopy signal for a three-dimensional interface of the sample and the probe and show that it is equivalent to zero-baseline Mach-Zender interferometers that measure the spatialmode overlap of the coherently scattered light field with a reference field and are realized in many different ways [2, 42] .
Our work augments the theoretical work on geometrical effects on dispersive detection of spin-ensembles [45, 46] to include the effect of the atomic gradient-index lensing and experimentally demonstrate the effect. The experimental data are welldescribed by the wave-equation model, but more importantly, are well-supported by the qualitative criteria developed here based on atomic GRIN lens focal length and Fresnel number. This will provide an useful guide to the design choice for the atomic and probe beam geometries for dispersive detection of atomic ensembles in a wide range of applications. It is typically assumed, for instance, that for a pencil-shaped atomic sample and a probe beam of similar transverse size as the sample leads to an optimal detection of the coherently scattered field in the far-field [46, 67] . Our analysis and experimental data shows, however, that for a given density if the length of the sample exceeds a certain point, scattered field will encroach beyond the diffraction cone. Under such conditions, the linearity of the detection signal as a function of the atom number will no longer hold.
The complementary effect of atomic lensing is the mechanical backaction on atoms resulting from the conservation of momentum. This causes a redistribution of atomic momenta when an incident light beam is re-directed collectively by an atomic ensemble. Such optomechanical forces can lead to interesting phenomena such as electrostriction, self-structuring and effective light-induced two-body interactions between atoms [68, 69] . In the strong lensing regime, we have observed a novel geometry-dependent optomechanical self-propelling effect, which will be the subject of an upcoming publication [70] . In future studies we will explore the possible use of atomic lensing for high numerical aperture imaging and to the degree co-operative effects owing to long-range interactions can influence atomic lensing. samples densely in the region near r = 0, where our atomic density is the highest and sparsely far-away from the paraxial region. This, combined with the one-dimensional nature of the problem, allows us to evaluate the field over a large transverse region and propagate it directly to the far-field through external lens elements and apertures.
